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Fuuz™, from MFGx, is a no-code, low-code, pro-code applications 
platform that delivers Industry 4.0 to manufacturing businesses 
across industries. With rapid deployment of new apps and  
connectors to existing software, businesses can connect people, 
automate processes, and integrate machine information — all in  
a single platform ecosystem for visualization of real-time data.

No More Point Solutions
Rather than shopping around for point solutions to meet your business needs, use 

Fuuz’ ready-made or fully tailored applications—all in a single ecosystem —and built 

to solve operational and scaling challenges for manufacturing businesses across 

industries. Fuuz is your Industry 4.0 solution.

“Fuuz, is much more than a machine integration platform. The built–in capabilities allow 
us to build and tailor parts of the system to meet additional needs. Now, we focus more on 
business process improvements and less on the standard break fix issues typically prone  
in manufacturing environments.”

Chad Walls, Information Systems Manager, Kamco Industries, Inc.

Get the IIoT Data You Need
Use Fuuz’ IIoT data application for predictive scheduling of activities, machine 

maintenance for example, to capture and analyze product quality and overall 

efficiency of a machine, even the machine operator. Fuuz delivers the data you need 

in a dashboard built exactly the way you want it. 
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Fuuz Features

Flow Designer

Schema Designer

Document Designer

Dashboard Designer

Device Gateway

Browser Extension

Fuuz Pre-Built Apps

MES

IIoT

PLC Integration

Configure, Price, Quote (CPQ)

Transportation

eCommerce

Process Automation

Shipping

EDI

Mobile apps

Barcoding

iPaas integration

And rapid deployment  
of new applications
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